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our chosen links. There's no denying the fact that a great car stereo system is an absolute
must-have for any journey, even more so for long road trips. Almost all cars these days come
with factory-installed music systems, and while these work well, they are usually basic units
that don't offer much in terms of features. If you want to upgrade your in-car infotainment
experience, you can get one of the better aftermarket head units installed in your vehicle. These
media receivers not only have advanced options such as Bluetooth and subwoofer connectivity,
but also come with goodies like turn-by-turn navigation , satellite radio support, and more. To
make things easier for you, we've rounded up some of the best car stereo systems worth
buying. Read all about them, and take your pick! Its 7-inch WVGA x pixels touchscreen display
uses clear resistive technology, and comes with an anti-glare coating that allows for improved
visibility. The 2-DIN multimedia receiver supports a plethora of digital audio and video file
formats e. You also get support for SiriusXM satellite radio tuner to be purchased separately
and Pandora internet radio. Boasting a 2-line backlit LCD with dual-zone color customization
and ten levels of brightness, this thing is packed with goodness. The budget CD receiver can
play numerous digital audio file formats e. Then there's Bluetooth, which makes audio
streaming and hands-free calling a fuss-free affair. The "3-Way Network Mode" is another
interesting feature, which allows up to three external amplifiers to be connected via three
pre-outs for a richer sound output. Google's Android Auto standard offers an intuitive and more
importantly, safe way of using your Android smartphone's features while on the move, and
Sony's XAV-AX is just the right car stereo system for it. What's even better is that it also
supports Apple's CarPlay, which means it'll work equally great with your iPhone. From
turn-by-turn navigation using Google Maps or Apple Maps to voice dictation using Siri or
Google Assistant , this unit can do it all. It plays a variety of digital audio and video file formats
e. Sony XAV-AX also features convenient front-mounted controls, including a multi-function
rotary dial that can be used to adjust volume, launch quick access menus, and use voice
commands. It features synchronized dual-zone key illumination that changes in accordance
with the rhythm of the music being played, thus making for a unique audio-visual experience.
The media receiver supports a wide range of digital audio file formats e. Of course, you also get
Bluetooth for easy audio streaming and hands-free calling, and the unit can be paired
simultaneously with two smartphones. It's extremely important to keep your eyes on the road at
all times when driving, and Sony's XAV-AX allows you to do just that. This is primarily made
possible by the car stereo system's massive 8. Furthermore, the panel's three-way adjustable
mount makes it easy to be adjusted to your desired viewing angle. The top-of-the-line media
receiver is capable of playing a multitude of digital audio and video file formats e. For audio
streaming and hands-free calling, there's Bluetooth included in the mix as well. Among other
noteworthy features are SiriusXM satellite radio support tuner to be purchased separately , and
rear camera connectivity. Even though dozens of car stereo systems come with touch input
support these days, none of them can hold a candle to Kenwood's Excelon DNXXR. Sporting a
6. It can effortlessly play a diverse array of digital audio and video file formats e. Audio
streaming and hands-free calling is handled via Bluetooth, and there's Wi-Fi included onboard
too. The media receiver works equally well with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto in both wired

and wireless modes , thus allowing for seamless connectivity with iOS and Android
smartphones. Not only that, it's equipped with Garmin's turn-by-turn guidance software with
features like "3D Terrain View" for easy navigation. Kenwood Excelon DNXXR lets you switch
between two paired smartphones with the touch of a button, and the companion app available
for both iOS and Android can be used to control many of the unit's functions using your
smartphone. Among other noteworthy additions are dual USB ports , a band equalizer, and
dashcam link support. The double-DIN receiver offers a well-rounded set of features like
wireless connectivity, multi-source playback, and internet radio support, all at a reasonable
price. Thanks to an integrated amp and functions like a band graphic equalizer, it delivers a
power-packed yet balanced audio output. Most cars and trucks are built with very basic sound
systems, but there are several ways to upgrade the sound quality and functionality of your
current stereo. Replacing the stereo or head unit is often the best place to start. Single DIN is a
standard that refers to a specific height and width not length for car head units. Car and stereo
manufacturers worldwide use this standard of measurement, so most single DIN head units are
interchangeable in terms of dimensions. In general, if the radio is about 2 inches tall, it's
probably single DIN, and if it's about 4 inches tall, then it's double DIN. There are some rare
cases of 1. Technically, anyone can install a new car stereo or head unit. However, the difficulty
of the task is going to depend on a variety of factors, including your trim and dash components,
fit and mounting of the new device, and the wiring. Getting an audio system in your home is
relatively easy to do thanks to the multitude of speakers and speaker systems on the market.
When buying a car stereo system, there are a number of things to consider. There are three
main components to keep in mind: the car stereo receiver, an amplifier, and the speakers, which
may or may not include a subwoofer. For example, a car stereo receiver might have particular
software that you prefer, or you might want to get a speaker with a wide frequency range to
ensure that you get the best audio quality possible. It's safe to say, every car audio system
needs a stereo receiver. The one that comes pre-installed in your car might be good enough
right away, depending on the model, but you'll need to upgrade to something more high tech if
you really want to improve the audio quality. For example, from the display, you might be able
to tweak settings like equalization and overall volume, which affects how the audio sounds
through the preamp. Often, car stereos have amplifiers built into them, but they might not offer
the same sound quality that you could get from a dedicated amplifier. Car stereos might have a
different number of preamp outputs, too. Some car stereos only offer one set of preamp
outputsâ€”basically limiting you to a stereo system with no subwoofer. Some step things up to
two sets of outputs, which helps you connect to a four-channel amplifier or use two amplifiers.
Last but not least, if a car stereo has three sets of preamp outputs six jacks in total , it supports
a subwoofer, too. Preamp output voltage is also worth considering. Basic car stereos often offer
around 2V from their preamp outputs, while some range up to 4V or more. Most car stereo
receivers have a display of some kind, but the quality and purpose of the display vary widely.
Some, for example, really only show information like the song title and the time. Others, might
show information like maps and even play videosâ€”and as such, they need a much more
robust display. In general, the display of a stereo receiver is perfectly capable of doing whatever
it needs to do. Still, if you want a receiver with mapping features, you might find some variation
of display size within the receivers that are compatible with your car. The variation may only be
an inch or so, but even that can make a difference when the display is only 6 or 7 inches in the
first place. Recently, the likes of Apple and Google have been exploring ways to bring their apps
and services into the car, and that has given rise to Android Auto and Apple CarPlay. These
systems are really just ways to show information from your phone on your car stereo, meaning
someone else can use your CarPlay or Android Auto-enabled head unit and have access to their
preferences and content. The apps are normally designed for car use, so there should be
minimal distractions and an emphasis on voice controls. Most aftermarket devices that have
one have both. In the absence of Android Auto or Apple CarPlay, Bluetooth is still a great way to
play music and control calls from your smartphone. Generally, Bluetooth-enabled receivers
work just like any other Bluetooth device. After connecting your phone to it the first time, it
should connect automatically whenever you get in your car. In general, you may not notice
much of a difference. For example, you might want to find a receiver that has an aux port, with
which you can simply plug the headphone jack from your phone into the unit. Beyond terrestrial
radio, however, many car stereo receivers these days feature support for satellite radio , too.
Last but not least is the humble CD. While many might not need or want a CD player built into
their car stereo receiver, others still swear by it and may prefer to buy a receiver that supports
it. Beyond buying a car stereo receiver, you might want to buy an amplifier, too. Car audio
amplifiers are available in a range of configurations, with some offering more channels than
others. Units generally start at two channels and range up to eight channels or more. Commonly

used is a five-channel amp, which allows for four speakers and one subwoofer. You can also
buy an amplifier with only one channel, which is usually used to power a subwoofer only and is
coupled with the built-in amplifier on a receiver, which powers the other speakers in a system.
We recommend getting at least four channels. You can use a four-channel amp to power a pair
of speakers and a sub if you need, plus if you want to expand later on to two sets of speakers, a
four-channel amp allows you to do so. Generally speaking, the more power that an amplifier can
deliver, the better the system is going to sound. The first step in finding out how much power
you need is figuring out how much your speakers can handle. This number is usually measured
in RMS, or root mean square. Power can be a concern especially when it comes to buying a
subwoofer. Subwoofers often require more power to run properly, and so you may find yourself
in a situation where you need to bridge two channels to properly power your sub or buy a
second mono amplifier built for subs. Not all receivers have preamp outputs, though, and if you
were thinking of keeping your stock receiver, then you may need to tailor your amplifier
purchase to the outputs you do have at your disposal. If you have a receiver with preamp
outputs, buy an amplifier with line-level inputs. That said, there are some common places to
install an amplifier in a car that are out of the way. For example, some choose to install the
amplifier under one of the front seats, which ensures it remains largely unseen. Others prefer to
have it installed in the trunk. Whether you decide to buy a new stereo receiver or a new amplifier
or both or neither , replacing the speakers can seriously improve the overall audio performance
in your car. Of course, there are a number of things to keep in mind when buying speakers. A
high sensitivity could be described as being 85 dB or higher. Power handling basically refers to
the amount of power that a speaker can handle, and any more than that might do damage to the
speaker. As mentioned, if you have an amplifier that delivers a lot of power, you can buy
speakers that require a lot of power. The way to determine how much power a speaker can
handle is through the maximum RMS rating. Car speakers can basically be divided into two
categories: full-range speakers and component speakers. Full-range speakers are built to
reproduce the entire frequency range. Component speakers are basically built to handle
specific parts of the frequency spectrum. When working together, these speakers will deliver a
powerful and detailed sound. The problem with this is that you have to be careful when
installing a component system. The crossover is placed between the receiver and the amplifier,
ensuring that each channel of the amplifier can focus on only amplifying the frequencies it
needs to. There are a number of things to keep in mind when buying a subwoofer for your
system. For starters, subwoofers come in a few different form factors. A component subwoofer
is basically the speaker alone. Component subwoofers range from around 8-inches up to
inches. Last but not least, is the powered sub, which has an amplifier built into it and generally
is a little more compact than other types. Perhaps the most important thing to consider when
buying a subwoofer is how big the woofer actually is. Technically speaking, larger woofers can
produce lower sounds, but there are other variables that contribute to that, too. As you might
assume, there are dozens of brands that sell audio equipment for cars, as well as different
brands for each of the different components. Still, there are some companies known for building
audio equipment across the board. If you find equipment from any of these companies, whether
they be receivers, amplifiers, or speakers, it will generally be high-quality in build and sound.
Some, for example, focus more on the speaker and amplifier side of things than the receiver
side. It would be very easy to spend thousands of dollars on decking out your car with new
audio equipment, and if you have the thousands of dollars to spend on components and
professional installation, then we recommend going all out, talking to a professional, and
buying a receiver, amplifier, speakers, subwoofers, and so on. Most, however, will want to be a
little more careful with their spending, and for those people, we have a few recommendations.
For starters, if all you want is a more advanced mapping and connection setup, then you really
only need to buy a stereo receiver. Alternatively, if you simply want to give the sound quality a
little extra something, then buying a powered sub might be the way to go. If you can go even
further, buy a new receiver, too. There are a few things that are super important to stress. The
first is that you might be surprised how much money the installation step will cost. We
recommend contacting a professional and working with them on the cost of parts and the
installation and we recommend making sure that the quoted cost will be the final cost. Rajat
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Garmin map updates. Yup, we thought that might intrigue you! To quickly circle back to a
couple of features we rattled off, we wanted to let you know a little bit more about the wildly
popular Apple CarPlay and Android Auto conveniences that a lot of folks are looking for
nowadays. What are you waiting for? Its sleek looks bely the high-performance audio
components that lurk just beneath its skin. Seeing that these is no amplifier built into the
RSX-GS9, you will be adding at least an amplifier or two to get juice to your speakers. Prepare
to fall in love with your favorite songs all over again. Kenwood decided to use top-shelf
components think transistors, capacitors, etc. All these components come together to help you
achieve some truly impressive sound quality. Sure, it sounds good, but is it easy to use? Heck
yeah, it is. The slick capacitive touchscreen that Kenwood sourced for this model is marvelous.
Get the perfect sound â€” and from any seat! We saved the best for last here: Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto are built into this unit and it can be used wirelessly with select smartphones ,
so you can remain connected throughout your journeys via text or cell. Need to chat with
someone or safely exchange a few texts? No problem â€” CarPlay has you covered here, too.
For the music lovers, you can pull up your favorite playlists in Spotify, Pandora, Tidal, Apple
Music, and more right through the touchscreen. Add a SiriusXM tuner kit and set up the
subscription to enjoy coast-to-coast digital music. This nifty interface offers two mapping
platforms for navigation needs: Google Maps and Waze assuming they are on your Android to
begin with. Operate music streaming apps such as Pandora, Spotify, Tidal, Amazon Music, and
more through the touchscreen or via voice. Phone calls and texts are also controlled through
the Android Auto software to ensure a safe and uneventful journey. Our smartphones have
become an integral part of how we operate, so this Sony can help streamline your life even
more! Why go scrounging around for a CD when your smartphone is probably close to hand
anyway? Cool, huh? Once the Sony is installed, it looks like a tablet that appears to be hovering
over the dash. Do you have an iPod, iPhone, or USB thumb drive packed with your favorite
tunes that you want to plug into this Sony and listen to? Or maybe you want to make hands-free
calls or stream music from your smartphone? Looking at adding amplifiers to enhance sound
quality? Guess what? The Sony can do all of this and more! Best of all, the DSX-GS80 comes
with an industry-leading 3-year warranty so you can have some peace-of-mind and enjoy what
really matters: the music. The built-in auxiliary input allows you to connect any device with a
headphone output on it, too! You can even dedicate one of the rear speaker outputs for a small
2-ohm subwoofer, negating the need for an outboard amplifier! A good dealer will take care of
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seems to be that terrestrial radio has been boring for a while, it hasn't given up the ghost
completely, due to its massive install base and captive audience, most of which doesn't want to
spring for satellite radio. HD Radio the HD stands for Hybrid Digital, not High Definition [ see
update below ] allows radio stations to broadcast digitally over the regular AM and FM
frequencies, giving listeners a clearer signal -- up to 96 Kbps, using iBiquity's unencrypted
codec -- than they would get with AM or FM -- without requiring a monthly fee. Although the
technology has been slow in taking off since its launch in , its backers still hope America and
Brazil will catch HD Radio fever. Sound quality isn't the only reason you might upgrade to HD
Radio. Since many stations use the extra bandwidth to broadcast a second or HD2 channel, you
can actually increase your programming options by buying one, although the programming will
still be coming from the same stations you can hear via AM and FM. And you don't have to wait
for the DJ to say what song was playing, since song info is displayed on the screen you can
also get prev
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iews of what's playing on surrounding stations. He responded that an add-on unitsuch as the
DMHD will sound exactly as good as a native HD radio no mention of satellite radio , assuming
you can connect its dual RCA cable to your car stereo's Aux input. But if your car stereo lacks
an Aux input, as most do, you'll need an FM transmitter to broadcast modulator to send the
signal to the stereo over FM through an FM modulator, totally somewhat defeating the purpose [
see additional update below ]. Here's a list of the over HD Radio stations currently up and
running in America the format is also in place in Brazil. Update : The representative of the HD
Digital Radio Alliance has the following update on the question of what HD stands for: "HD
Radio is a trademarked name that was chosen because it resonates with consumers to mean a
better quality audio experience. While not as high fidelity a solution as the preferred RCA AUX
connection, it is substantially better than a transmitter solution.

